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THE POTALA AND GANDEN

Daniel and I have left the Potala, the winter palace of the various Dalai Lamas and
the most distinctive building in Lhasa, until today, for it will be open until four o’clock
in the afternoon instead of closing its doors at midday. Another reason for delaying
our visit is our acclimatization to the high altitude, for we had read that our visit will
involve much climbing of steps and staircases.
After a late breakfast in the Top of the World restaurant, we walk to the palace,
which we enter by an alleyway between some old houses. I guess that these had
once been part of the old village of Shöl, which lay at the bottom of Marpori (the Red
Mountain), on which the Potala had been built in the 1640s by the fifth Dalai Lama.
As I had anticipated, the climb up the steps is hard work; every now and then I have
to stop and rest. Although it is cloudy and cooler today, I tire and become quite
thirsty because of the physical effort. Halfway up I acquire three young friends: two
little girls and a boy who think it is great fun to hold hands with me. Of course, they
want me to take a photograph of them. The higher I climb, the more dramatic the
view of the ugly city below becomes.
At last I approach the two main entrances. I see Daniel and a couple of other
people go in one door; for some reason I am directed through the other. I pay three
yuan for a ticket (three times more than the locals) and climb up more steps to a
wide courtyard. This is probably the Deyangshar or East Terrace mentioned in my
guide book, where religious cham dances and rituals had once been staged.

Courtyard, the Potala Palace, Lhasa
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The palace had been named after Mount Potalaka, the mystical abode of the
Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara (Chenrezig), which was believed to be situated in the
seas south of India; Tibetans often refer to it as Phobrang (the Palace of the Earthly
Incarnation of Chenrezig). It contains one thousand rooms, ten thousand shrines,
and two hundred thousand statues. Its sloping stone walls average about three
metres thick, but are five metres thick at the base. The Red Palace in the centre was
once the private monastery of the Dalai Lamas, and their private apartments are at
the very top of the building. In this section one can see assembly halls, shrines,
chapels, meditation halls, and mausoleums containing the remains of the fifth to the
thirteenth Dalai Lamas, excepting the sixth. The salt-dried bodies are contained in
gold-plated chörtens.
The White Palace is divided into two, one on either side of the Red; the western
section once housed 250 monks and the eastern section contained government
offices, the meeting halls of the national assembly, and a school. This palace contains
thousands of ancient scrolls, scriptures, arms and armaments, gifts and treasures,
and the storehouses at the base once contained government stocks of provisions for
officials, the monasteries and the army, and also torture chambers for criminals.
The Chinese People’s Liberation Army shelled the Potala during the 1959 rebellion,
but fortunately the palace was only slightly damaged. It is believed that its wholesale
destruction during the Cultural Revolution was averted by the personal intervention
of Zhou Enlai, the then Premier of the People’s Republic of China. In 1984 an
electrical fault caused a massive fire, which destroyed the Hall of the Buddha
Maitreya. After this, large water tanks and extensive plumbing were installed.
Nowadays the building is little more than a museum.

Private apartments of the Dalai Lama, Potala Palace
From the terrace I climb another flight of stairs and find myself at the very top of the
palace and outside the private apartments of the Dalai Lama. The rooms are small
and intimate, but the décor is very fussy – a little too much for my liking. As there are
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very few people here today, I have the place to myself. I therefore take my time
ambling around. After I have taken a few photos of the private apartments, the fine
view looking down over the city, and the wide valley in which it is situated, I then set
about dropping down into the main section of the Red Palace, where I am

View from the Potala Palace, Lhasa
able to examine the bewildering assortment of rooms, halls and chapels, most of
them deserted. I walk around balconies in a clockwise direction, and descend
staircases and ladders. Although it is all quite interesting, much of the interior is dark
and lifeless. I feel sad that such a sacred building, which had once been held in such
reverence and awe, has now been reduced to such a soulless place. My enthusiasm
quickly wanes; as I have seen so many photographs of the palace, inside and out,
everything looks familiar. In most of the chapels and temples are notices that read
‘No photo’, though I do see some Germans bribing a monk with a picture of the Dalai
Lama in order to take a shot of a statue.

Red Palace interior, Potala
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Descending into what seems to be the bowels of the earth, I find myself in a huge,
dark and empty wooden hall, the West Chapel. All around it are large, long rooms,
which are so dark that I have to use my torch. Here also are the huge chörtens in
which the bodies of former Dalai Lamas have been placed. The central one, which is
about 50 feet (15 metres) high, and rising through three storeys, contains the
mummified body of the fifth Dalai Lama. It is very elaborate and covered in gold.
Another huge chörten, 72 feet (22 metres) high, houses the body of the thirteenth
Dalai Lama.
By now I can hear doors being locked; I am told that the monks are closing the
place for lunch. I make my way to the back, where I find Daniel and the Danish
couple. They, as far as I can make out, have seen less than I have. We rest for a short
while, walk down the steep road by the side of the palace, and return to the street. A
Tibetan woman approaches us and tries to sell us some jewellery, but none of us buy
anything.

The Potala Palace, Lhasa
At this point I leave the others as I want to return to the Norbulingka. Before I
make my way there, I climb Chagpori (‘Iron Mountain’ – the hill across the road),
from where I have a fine view of the Potala. As it is now sunny, I photograph it and
relax, drinking in the sight of this famous palace – Lhasa’s most iconic building. I have
mixed feelings about it; for me it was thrilling to see it ‘in the flesh’, now shining in
the midday sun, but I had found the gloomy interior rather oppressive and not much
to my liking. I had preferred the more intimate surroundings of the Dalai Lama’s
private apartments at the top and the view looking down over the city and valley.
When ready, I go back down to the road, leaving the hill with its radio mast and
half-rebuilt medical college (which had been torn down during the Cultural
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Revolution), and make my way to the Norbulingka. As I near the entrance, I see
many people leaving it. Close by is a makeshift restaurant; as I am tired and hungry
by now, I go inside for some noodles and tea. Refreshed and relaxed, I amble into
the park, where I find much fewer people than before – no doubt because it is the
final day of the festival. Today there is no dancing or entertainment, and the inner
park is closed.
I find a spot in the shade of a tree, lie down and fall asleep for a while. I awake
feeling hungry and thirsty again, so walk off and buy a can of beer and a flat, greasy
hunk of bread. I find another shady spot and sit down to consume this, and
afterwards photograph some children. Then a man, who is a member of a nearby
picnicking party and who has been grinning at me, brings me a basket of sweet
breads and cakes. I select one and thank him. While I eat, I watch the amusing antics
of his children.

Norbulingka, Lhasa
A French lad then sits down beside me and chats to me for a while. He tells me
about his experiences at the once great monastery of Ganden, which I plan to visit
tomorrow. Later, just as I am about to move, a girl sits down nearby and I begin to
talk to her. She is Irish-American and tells me that she had once visited Ireland. We
chat until her boyfriend comes to join her, and then I depart after shaking hands
with her and wishing her goodbye.
I now walk back to the old quarter. My aim is to go to a lake in a nearby park,
where I plan to photograph the Potala reflected in the water but, just as I approach it,
the sun disappears behind a large black cloud. As I am in the vicinity, I go to the
CAAC office to buy my plane ticket but, as it is so chaotic, I decide to leave. I next
stop at the bus ticket office to buy a ticket to Gyantse, only to be told that the road
has been swept away. However, the bus will go to Shigatse. I ask for a ticket and am
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told that I can only buy one for Friday, in six days’ time. As this is of no use to me, I
leave. If I am to go to Shigatse, I will have to hitch a ride.
On my way back to the hotel, I meet Daniel and the Danish couple who, it
transpires, had also gone to the Norbulingka. In the hotel, I have a shower (once
again the water is turned off without any warning), wash some clothes, and then join
the others for an indifferent meal in the hotel’s restaurant. During the meal we are
approached by women who try to sell us jewellery.
I finally retire to my room, where I write my diary, leaving the others to party
outside.

With the help of Daniel’s alarm clock, I wake at around six in order to catch the
pilgrim truck to Ganden, the ruined monastery some twenty-five miles (forty
kilometres) east of Lhasa. Ganden (pronounced ‘ga-den’ – ‘Place of Joy’) was the first
of the Three Pillars of State to be built, and was founded in 1409 by Tsong Khapa in
one of the most spectacular spots in Tibet, at an altitude of some 15,800 feet (4,800
metres). At one time it had housed four thousand monks, whereas now there are
perhaps two hundred or less.
I wash, breakfast quickly, and make my way through the dark deserted streets
towards the Jokhang, where I find a bunch of sleepy Westerners sitting on the
ground, waiting. There are very few Tibetans present. Because of the vagueness
concerning the time of departure, I am prepared for a long wait.
Even at this early hour, there are pilgrims walking around the Barkhor. These
include a man twirling a prayer-wheel, followed by his tame sheep with a bell around
its neck. The man and the sheep pass us at least four or five times. Across the road
from where we wait, a man slowly sets up his stall. He is selling scarves: long,
brightly-coloured ones and the white ceremonial ones known as khata.
The roar of an engine at eight o’clock suddenly brings everyone to their senses – it
is the truck. Predictably, there is a mad scramble for places. Shortly afterwards a bus
arrives, half full. The Tibetans and those not on the truck make a dash for it and soon
it is full. I walk back to the truck and climb into the open rear section. At least there
are not so many people in it and it will certainly not be stuffy.
The bus sets off immediately, but the truck stays put for another half hour, no
doubt waiting for more passengers. One or two people join us and that is all. I decide
not to sit on the muddy floor and stay standing, for I feel that it will be more
comfortable once we start bumping and jolting along the rough roads. We are an
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odd bunch of people: beside me is a tall German fellow who resembles a caricature
drawn by Ronald Searle: he wears a thick white jacket, has a large pointed nose,
wears old-fashioned round spectacles and sports a long, wispy beard.
We finally leave and drive out of the wakening city as dawn breaks. Although it is
cloudy, it is not raining. As the road is excellent, we make good progress. We leave
the city heading eastwards and then turn southwards, crossing the Kyichu river.
When I look back, I can see the Potala rising high above the low buildings. Although
still not fully bright yet, the scenery in this region looks very pleasant: a combination
of river, fields and mountains on either side of a long, wide valley. Although it is a
little cold and windy in the truck, it is not uncomfortable. I have taken the precaution
of dressing warmly and now add a scarf and fur hat. The other Westerners do not
appear to be adequately clad.
After we have passed some villages, the road begins to disintegrate and we
continue on what can only be described as a mud track. The truck bounces and
swerves, and the scenery becomes wilder. Now I am glad that I am standing. At this
stage it begins to spit with rain. All of a sudden a Tibetan man grins at me, points into
the air and says, ‘Ga-den!’ I look up and see the outline of a few ruined buildings on
top of a mountain to our right. What an incredible location! The man indicates that
we will drive around the mountain and zigzag to the top.
The approach proper begins when we turn right and drive along an even rougher
dirt track. We swerve right again, pass through a rough village and approach the
mountain. From here we can see the zigzag road making its way to the top, which is
now enveloped in cloud. Halfway up can be seen the bus climbing laboriously.
The truck roars as we begin our slow ascent, and the scenery below becomes
more and more dramatic. I now appreciate why everyone has spoken highly of the
location. As it is raining and has become dark, I do not attempt to take any
photographs. Indeed, my photographic bag has fallen on to the muddy floor of the
truck a couple of times, and by now it is quite dirty. Nothing stays clean here for very
long.
Up and up we go and finally enter the clouds. We are rewarded with a sudden
glimpse of the monastic complex (or rather what remains of it), then drive away
from it. We finally turn around and approach it, stopping as the monastery comes
looming out of the mist. We now realize that it has once been a very large
establishment, but now most of it is in ruins. Just a few red and sandy-coloured
buildings have been restored.
We scramble out of the truck and, because of the rain, retreat under a small
shelter, where we down cups of sweet tea with milk. Noodles are also available, but
when I overhear somebody saying that people have been sick after they have eaten
them (they are served with soup and yak meat), I decide against them. There are jars
of yoghurt for sale; an Australian girl buys a jar and gives me some. It is very thick
and no doubt very good.
I sit here a long time, gazing at the rain and finally make a move in order to see
the place. By donning all my rain gear and using my umbrella, I manage to stay dry. I
trudge through the mud and visit some of the monastic buildings. Despite the fact
that they must have been restored recently, they still look old and grimy.
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Monastic buildings, Ganden
In a side chapel of a temple I find carpenters working and monks chanting to the
accompaniment of a drum, cymbals and a bell. The tall German fellow with the
beard is recording them, using a portable tape recorder and a microphone. The
rhythm of the drum and the chanting is hypnotic; I sit down in order to let it sink in.
A bowl of butter tea is handed to the German and then to me. I sip it for a while but
find it hard to stomach. As I am sucking a sweet at the time, it helps disguise the
taste. After the chanting finishes, the German mutters a long and wordy explanation
into his tape recorder, which I presume he is using as a diary. When I finally leave, he
is playing his recording to the bemused monks.

Monks at Ganden
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I wander around more of the building and venture upstairs. Here I find a dukhang
and more chapels, one of which is quite impressive. As the monks are beginning to
congregate here, I decide to stay and see what may happen. Sure enough, the monks
sit down in the assembly hall and begin a midday ceremony, which is punctuated by
breaks for more butter tea, brought in by novices in huge pots. There are only a few
Westerners present: an Italian couple, the German who is once again recording the
chanting, and me.
As there is no music, the endless chanting soon becomes tedious and I leave after
a while. By now the rain has eased off; I walk around some more of the buildings and
gradually make my way back to the bus stop, where I join a group of young people.
Most of us have decided to take the bus back; we have heard that it will leave at two
o’clock.
I fill in the time wandering around and taking photographs, now that the weather
is improving and the clouds are disappearing. The view looking down to the Kyichu
valley is stupendous from here.

View from Ganden
The bus finally arrives at three o’clock and there is a rush for seats. The journey
costs four yuan – just one yuan more than this morning’s. Soon we are zigzagging
down the mountain to the accompaniment of Chinese pop music played on the radio.
Because I have taken a seat near the front, I have a tremendous view of the
breathtaking scenery. By the time we reach the valley, however, I begin to feel
sleepy and begin to doze. The journey back to Lhasa seems long and I only wake
when we stop somewhere in order to let off some passengers and refuel. I scramble
out, feeling groggy. As the sunlight is fierce, I retreat into the shade, where an
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American chap kindly gives me a biscuit and a Tibetan offers me a small bowl of
chang.
After a long delay, we set off again and I doze until we come to a stop in Lhasa.
We are dropped off in a part of the city that nobody is familiar with, though we feel
that we must be near the market. We find ourselves in a Muslim area, complete with
a small mosque; gradually I manage to make my way to the Barkhor through a maze
of unfamiliar narrow streets. At least I am seeing something new.
Back at the hotel I meet Daniel, who gives me some beer. I wash quickly and,
because I am hungry (having eaten no lunch), I walk to the Top of the World
restaurant for a meal on my own. Here I get into conversation with an American
fellow and a Norwegian couple. Back at the hotel, the usual party is in full swing
outside my window. The Danish chap gives me some Chinese brandy for my cold,
which brings on a spasm of coughing. I discreetly pour away the rest of the helping,
return to my room to write my diary, but because I am either too tired or tipsy – or
both – I put down the book and retire to bed.
This morning I learn from Daniel that the French couple are thinking of selling
their bus tickets to Gyantse and Shigatse, and that they have now gone off to the
CAAC office to buy their plane tickets. I eat a hurried breakfast and go off to find
them. I am delighted to discover that the bus ticket office is not yet open, which
means that they probably have not returned or sold their tickets. I find them in the
CAAC office queueing and speak to them. They say that they will certainly sell me a
ticket if they do not need both of theirs. First of all, however, they will go to the bus
ticket office to see if the bus will be going to Gyantse or not.
This morning everything moves quickly in the CAAC office and everyone, including
me, manages to purchase their plane tickets. It seems that flights are now running to
schedule once again. I then walk to the bus ticket office, where I find the French
couple queueing. When they at last are served, they learn that the road to Gyantse is
still washed away. To my surprise they then decide to go directly to Shigatse by the
northern route – a journey that I understood that they did not want to make. This
leaves me once again with no way of travelling to Shigatse, since the buses are
booked out until Saturday. Instead, I manage to secure a seat on a bus leaving
tomorrow for Samye monastery. However, I will have to obtain a permit to go there
and return to collect the ticket before one o’clock today. As I do not have my
passport with me, I have to walk back to the hotel. There I meet Daniel, who comes
with me to the reception desk and pays up. He will be staying tonight at the Lhasa
Hotel to avail of the bus to the airport tomorrow morning. I pay for tonight’s
accommodation as I will not be returning to Lhasa after visiting Samye.
This done, I walk round the corner to the PSB (Public Security Bureau) to get my
permit for Samye. Here, in an almost domestic setting, an elderly Tibetan woman is
filling out permits, though she constantly needs help from a young Chinese soldier
who speaks good English. She can neither speak English nor transliterate unfamiliar
Western names into Chinese characters. Certainly this is a case of two people doing
one person’s job. My permit is relatively simple and I pay just two yuan FEC for it.
I now have to retrace my steps to the bus ticket office, where I present my permit
and receive my ticket proper. This does not take too long, but by the time I return to
the old quarter, I feel weary. Complicated officialdom certainly slows everything
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down here. I stop at what I now simply call the ‘ding room’ for a good meal of rice,
pork, peas and other vegetables. As I feel so drowsy afterwards, I return to the hotel,
where I lie on my bed, dozing. Later I try to write the previous day’s diary but in the
end have to put it aside and sleep again. Is my grogginess due to yesterday’s alcohol,
my cold, or my recent exertions?
I eventually surface at around four o’clock and continue my diary over a cup of
tea. Afterwards I walk to the Travel Co-op to gain some extra information about
accommodation at Samye and my subsequent journey to the airport, which is not
too far from Samye. I then wander off to the market in a last effort to buy some
presents. As there is nothing that I really like, I end up only buying a small Tibetan
knife, a small clothes brush, and some biscuits for tomorrow’s trip. The place is as
busy as ever and several people offer to change money. As nobody is prepared to
give me 155 RMB for 100 FEC, I wave them aside.
Back at the hotel I meet Daniel again, who has returned to join the gang for the
evening. I stay chatting with him and the others for a while, then disappear into my
room, where I pack for the following day. By the time I have finished, the others are
ready to eat. We go to a restaurant called ‘The Best Place’ but find it full. A fellow
outside offers to change money and I agree to the current rate of 151 RMB – Daniel
assures me that the rate has gone down. I join the others again in another restaurant
down the road, which we have not tried before, and enjoy an excellent meal. The
service is very quick and the food is cheap.
Afterwards we all say goodbye to Daniel and return to the Banak Shöl hotel. I wish
the Danish lady goodbye and retire to my room, where I finally bring my diary up to
date and go to bed.
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